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VERBAL ANALOGIES

Verbal Analogies:

Remind your child of the picture analogy problems that they completed previously. Have Cassie ask them if they 
are clever enough to solve the same problems without any pictures. 

Explain to your child that in these challenges, they need to solve a verbal analogy. Give this one as an example: 
Bird is to nest as dog is to… to what?  Yes, that’s right to kennel. 

Then use some or all of this list, depending on how long it takes your child (saving some for later or for a car 
journey for example, if necessary). There are other possible answers for some of them. Encourage your child to 
explain their answers too:

1. Rabbit is to carrot as dog is to… (bone).
2. Duck is to duckling as cat is to… (kitten).
3. Acorn is to squirrel as honey is to… (bear).
4. Mouse hole is to mouse as kennel is to… (dog).
5. Fishbowl is to goldfish as birdcage is to… (parrot).
6. Ship is to captain as plane is to… (pilot).
7. Wolf is to Red Riding Hood as Troll is to… (Billy Goats Gruff).
8. Road is to bus as track is to… (train).

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE

Your child can use analogies to solve verbal problems.
Your child can explain the basis for the solutions that they choose.
Your child can create their own verbal analogies.

To introduce verbal analogies
To develop the ability to recognise logical relationships between concepts
To develop the ability to single out the essential features of a given relationship and see how to apply them 
to a new situation
To foster abstract thinking and problem solving
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Which Is the Right Word?

Repeat the procedure from the previous activity, but this time your child has a list of possible endings to find the one that creates the best analogy. 
Do all or some of the following:

1. Spoon is to porridge as fork is to… (butter, soup, plate, meat, cutlery).
2. Horse is to foal as cow is to… (pasture, horns, milk, calf, bull).
3. Ear is to listening as teeth are to… (seeing, healing, mouth, cheek, chewing).
4. Poodle is to fur as salmon is to… (sheep, fish, fishing rod, scales).
5. Sugar is to tea as salt is to… (water, plate, soup, grain, spoon).
6. Tree is to branch as hand is to… (axe, glove, foot, work, finger).
7. Lead is to heavy as feather is to… (light, difficult, chicken, bird, duvet).
8. Egg is to shell as potato is to… (duck, cabbage, soup, vegetable garden, peel).

Verbal Analogy Challenge:

Now have Cassie ask your child to solve some more verbal analogies as quickly as they can. The task is to listen, then repeat the wording and include 
the solution. For example, you say: Boy is to girl as man is to… and your child says, ‘Boy is to girl as man is to woman.’ Have them explain their answer, 
as before. Do all or some of the following:

1. Spider is to fly as cat is to… (mouse).
2. House is to brick as word is to… (letter).
3. Artist is to painting as author is to… (book).
4. Meadow is to grass as forest is to… (tree).
5. Sea is to water as sky is to… (air).
6. July is to summer as April is to… (spring).
7. Rain is to wet as heat is to… (dry).
8. School is to student as hospital is to… (patient).

Create Your Own Verbal Analogy:

Ask your child if they can think of some verbal analogies of their own, to challenge Cassie with. Make a list of their ideas on some paper, or you or they 
fill in the blank Analogy sheet provided with their ideas (in pictures or words). Then ‘ask’ Cassie the answer to each analogy created, putting on a 
voice for her answers and having her get some wrong or need help explaining why. This is also a great activity to do with other family members over 
dinner, for example. 

VERBAL ANALOGIES – continued
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Analogy Challenge sheet: If your child can read and write, then you can give them this sheet and ask them to complete it. If not you can use it to 
read aloud from, to have some more examples of verbal analogies. You can also save this sheet to use at a time when you have to wait around 
somewhere with your child, or for time together over a family dinner and so on. 
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=
SHOES

LACES

COAT

=
COMB

HAIR

TOOTHBRUSH

=
KNIFE

STEEL

TABLE

=
PROBLEM

SOLUTION

QUESTION

=
CLOCK

TIME

THERMOMETER

=
HUNTER

GUN

FISHERMAN

=
TEAR

SADNESS

SMILE

=
WING

BIRD

FIN
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